meade lx50 ota

De-forking a Meade LX50 EMC 10 inch - posted in Mounts: Hey all, I no bore through the
fork to reach the socket heads holding the OTA on. Meade Instruments: A world leader in the
manufacturing of Telescopes, Solar Telescopes, Microscopes, Optics, 16" LXACF f/10 OTA
w/ UHTC
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I have a Meade 8" OTA for sale with some accessories. Comes with an Astro- Physics sliding
bar to be used with an Astro-Physics 15" doveplate. Also included .Designed for advanced
visual and astrophotographic applications, Meade 8" and 10" LX50's include important
standard-equipment features for the serious.Hello, who can give some information about the
Meade LX50 EMC 7" Maksutov Cassegrain optics as pro/con? Its only the OTA I am
interested.I was looking at the Meade 10" LX I was My second choice is the Meade 8" LX .. If
you can't lift the OTA on to your wedge, you may be doing it wrong.I needed a narrow
dovetail and mounting brackets for a Meade LX50 OTA. I think Meade makes a wonderful
product, but gives little information. After purchasing.Meade 8 inch LX50
Schmidt-Cassegrain (Not Currently Used in Observatory). ( Paramount Meade Instruments
Corporation OTA (Optical Tube Assembly).I am by no means the first to remove a Meade LX
GPS Optical Tube Assembly (OTA) from its fork mount and install it on a another mount. I
installed mine on.The goal is to convert the Meade LX50 telescope to be more manageable for
transporting and handling. So the original fork mount was.The LX50 Web Site. a used 10 inch
LX3 which I have just replaced with a new Meade 10 inch F/10 LX50 and the XT (OTA)
showing the Celestron 60mm.Meade 8 inch f/10 ACF OTA. For users who only need the ACF
optics but not the mounts, the optical tubes of the LXACF series are now available
separately!.This SCT is an awesome little scope, but with a C14 sitting in my observatory, this
scope hasn't seen the light of night for sometime now.25 May - 40 sec - Uploaded by Dennis
No moon filter, but I have an Orion SCT Skyglow Filter on the OTA. The OTA is a Meade
LXWell I did it, two nights ago. I had been thinking this 10" Meade LX50 OTA Schmidt
Cassegrain was a waste of money. Doing the dreaded bright.I need to remove the OTA from
my Meade LX50 forks but need some help/advice. There are three bolts each side that hold the
OTA to the forks.Here's my favorite scope, it's also the most expensive OTA that I have. Also,
not good Meade LX50 OTA: Used for $ – craigslist. Celestron.Telescopes MEADE LX50
Schmidt Cassegrain with EMC coatings . The 8" OTA includes a dovetail rail compatible with
CGE Advanced Series mount.Designed for Meade 10" LX/LX50 telescopes. Sirius
Technologies Soft Telescope Carrying Case is made from black Dupont Cordura for rugged,
lasting .Buy Meade X-Wedge Equatorial Wedge featuring Fits " LX50/LX90/LX/ RCX/LX,
Designed for Schmidt-Cassegrain/ACF OTA Lightweight Rigid.
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